LOW DENSITY CHIP

A LIGHTWEIGHT CHIPBOARD THAT IS APPROXIMATELY 35% TO 40%
LIGHTER THAN REGULAR CHIPBOARDS

ADVANTAGES
* LESS WEIGHT THUS LESS COST. BETTER MARGIN OF PROFIT!
* ROUGH DRY FINISH TENDS TO HOLD PRODUCT FROM SLIPPING.
* THIS BULKED UP SHEET GIVES ADDED PROTECTION.

SHEET SPECIFICATION
* COLOR - GRAY TO BROWN & THICKNESS RANGES FROM .019 - .049
* PRODUCT IS MANUFACTURED TO BASIS WEIGHT SPECIFICATION.
* density - 2.2 lbs. ( regular board density is 3.78 lbs.)

APPLICATIONS
* DIVIDERS BETWEEN PALLETTIZED PRODUCTS.
* DIRT OR DUST COVERS
* SEPARATORS BETWEEN LAYERS OF ITEMS IN CARTONS

CONVERTED FORMS
SHEETS
ROLLS
SMALL PADS
DIECUTS

CAN ALSO BE INDENTED

PLEASE SAMPLE AND EXPLAIN TO END USER BEFORE TAKING ORDERS.
SAMPLES & SMALL TRIAL ORDERS ARE AVAILABLE